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NEWS LETTER NO 6

UPDATE 11/5/2013 Rozel camping Jersey. 
                 We spent last Sunday night at a small camp-site on Hayling 
island, which is about 10 miles from the ferry terminal at Portsmouth. We 
got down there at 7.30 for the 9.00 Condor ferry to Jersey, it's a 10.5 hour 
trip, there is a fast cat from Poole but it's only for vehicles up to 6.9m. Once 
on the Ferry they took us up to the top car deck up a very steep metal ramp 
I ground my tow bar on the bottom and half way up the traffic stopped to let 
a caravan turn at the top. The ramp was so steep the handbrake would not 
hold so the following hill start was exciting,

 Once safely on board it was 
great. There was only 20 cars 1 
caravan a motor bike and our 
camper so there was lots of 
room... So it was time to get off 
I waited till the internal ramp 
was clear and very slowly went 
down GREAT. Then it was the 
main ramp, it sort of went 
down then up so we had to do 
the drive off at an angle trick 
and that got us off with a big scrape once again with the tow-bar. The site 
owner was on the quay to meet us and guided us thro St Helier and down the 
very narrow roads acting as shot gun stopping cars at narrow points and on 
to the site.  FOR A WELL DESERVED DRINK.  

  IT'S  5.OCLOCK  SOMEWHERE
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We have a great pitch over 
looking the Normandie coast. 
There are only 2 sites on the 
island but this one is excellent 
and the owners will do any thing 
to help. We are situated about ½ 
mile from the very pretty little 
bay of Rozel.

                                         Rozel Bay

Dislike of the Day
                                     Jersey £1 notes

Like of the Day
                                 Jersey Royal new potatoes.

Thursday was Independence day, when the Channel isles got there freedom 
from the Germans 68 years ago, its a public holiday with all sorts of parades 
and events on. I chose to go to Bouley bay hill climb. This is a motor sport 
event where cars and bikes race up a very steep road with hair pin corners, 
racing against the clock. There are a lot of different classes ranging from old 
motor bikes to modern open seater racing cars some with engines up to 7 ltr, 
but the track record is held by a 250cc go kart. 
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We had a couple of good days, but since then it has been so windy, lets hope it 
gets better soon.

To conclude

          I'm getting to old for this pole dancing

  IT'S  5.OCLOCK  SOMEWHERE


